Red Bird Report
May 2021
Message from the Board of Directors, President
May is the time when the flowers start popping out of the ground. The trees start the leaves budding and
breaking out into the warm Spring sunshine and the seasonal activities in and around Lake
Toxaway resume with a gaggle of new faces for us to greet. Your LTCA office has informed me that we have
twenty five [25] projects --- 5 new home and 20 major remodel --- underway at this time. Many of these
projects represent new owners and new friends for us to meet and greet with the warm, and friendly Lake
Toxaway manner.
These new friends seem to want the same benefits we all want from our beautiful area: green mountains,
tall tree forests with lush understory, pristine lakes and good fishing, abundant wildlife, quiet surroundings,
our dark skies and low traffic.
This would be a good point to remind both new and longer term property owners of some important duties
we all share. Tree cutting and heavy yard clearing should be reviewed with the LTCA staff before you begin.
Our rules of the Estates includes an attempt to preserve the natural beauty that we have.
Dark skies means that we request that you turn off your outside lights whenever you are done with
needing them or at your bedtime. Dock lights should not be left on all night.
Traffic is posted at 25 MPH or lower. We have narrow and winding roads that do not lend themselves to
speeding nor to pedestrian traffic.
In addition to welcoming our new neighbors, we welcome three special days in May: the 5 th is Cinco de
Mayo. The 9th is MOTHERS DAY and the 31st is Memorial Day …[a great day to display your American Flag
and decorate your home, yard and golf cart].
The birthstone for May is the Emerald, representing happiness.
If you answer the phone with: “Hello, you’re on the air”…most telemarketers will hang up.
I’ll bet you didn’t know …
A cat has 32 muscles in each ear.
A “jiffy” is an actual unit of time for 1/100th of a second.
A goldfish has a memory span of three seconds.
I hope you enjoy these little bits of nonsense – they are just for fun.
Stay well , Be kind to each other,
- Don Molitor
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Own Your Wake
Being a courteous and good steward of our community, particularly our most precious asset, Lake Toxaway,
involves many things but, today’s topic is WAKE. Our lake is small but, at times incredibly busy. Swimmers,
kayakers, paddleboarders, sailors, fishermen, tubers, skiers, sight seers and boats rafted up at anchor frequently enjoy the lake at the same time.
Big WAKES adversely affect every single one of them. Did you know that a deck or stern drive boat throws a
much bigger WAKE at 10 mph. than it does running wide open? Many people believe that slow operation is
safe operation. In one sense it is, but in another, it is not. The WAKE created by a boat off plane yet above
idle speed throws a WAKE large enough to rock boats rafted up, swamp a canoe, dump a paddle boarder,
wipe out a skier, slam moored boats up against docks and jar anyone travelling on a plane (pontoon boats
get a pass )
Be courteous. When travelling near shore (where most other activities take place) travel at idle speed and
give a wide berth. If you want to travel faster than idle speed, take it to the middle of the lake. Being a good
neighbor and respecting others on the lake is just as, if not more important. No one wants to be, “that guy.”
Make wake in the middle of the lake. Close to shore, idle speed, no more.

Help Preserve Our Dark Skies
Many Lake Toxaway residents choose to reside permanently or seasonally in Lake Toxaway because
they enjoy the peace and quiet, the nature, and the dark skies. Did you know that the LTCA Architectural
Review Standards have specific restrictions on the type of lights that can be installed on your property? Also,
your covenants restrict lights that are excessively bright or acting as a nuisance to neighbors.
Floodlight fixtures with fully exposed bulbs are not permitted in Lake Toxaway. Floodlights with
shields or hoods may be considered. Area lighting must be screened from neighbors. Exterior lighting must
be installed or shielded so that light is not directed onto or toward adjacent properties, streets, the lakes or
the golf course. Colored lights or lenses of any kind, including “bug zappers”, are prohibited.
The LTCA has received several complaints lately about nuisance lighting. Often times, the owner does
not realize that their exterior lighting is bothering anyone but it can be surprising to see the impact a light can
have on someone across the lake or at a different elevation than your property’s lighting. The LTCA has
issued violations for nuisance lighting and will continue to do so, but we hope that residents will be mindful
of their exterior lighting and make necessary changes to preserve our dark skies. Lights with exposed bulbs
should replaced or shielded. Low voltage lighting should be used whenever possible. Lights should be turned
off when your Lake Toxaway property is not occupied.
Visit this link for more tips on
preventing light pollution.
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Tech Notes in Lake Toxaway Estates 2020-2021
Internet
Wired
Comporium is the dominant supplier in the area, and broadband is
available to majority of residences within the Estates.
A little history, Comporium is the telephone supplier and thus originally
pulled phone wiring to residences. At some point in the 1960’s cable
TV was an offering and the company pulled coax wiring to many of the
homes to support that offering. Note that future residence area
development especially up roads to higher elevations was not economical to Comporium and coax does not
exist in those areas.
Internet was offered only as a DSL option until late 2019. DSL runs over phone type wiring with a max speed
of 10Mbps. However it is highly dependent on how far you are from the signal source and as you approach 2
miles 2Mbps would be common.
After several years of upgrading systems Comporium started offering Broadband internet in the Estates in
late 2019. This was limited to customers who were already wired for coax (cable TV) or the cable TV service
was already an option for that residence. Broadband offerings in Estates currently start at 300Mbps.
For those who do not have cable TV as an option they will wire COAX to your home but will charge you their
cost for doing that. Several members have gotten together to share the cost for their street location. Contact
member services at Comporium to confirm whether you have the option already or to request a quote.
Satellite
Hughes net could be an option for satellite internet, not aware of current local usage.
SpaceX is now taking orders for Starlink internet beta users and does look potentially attractive in the future.
However you will need a 90 degree view of the sky as does not use geosynchronous satellites, trees will
affect the signal.
Extending WIFI in home
Depending on home layout and for homes larger than 2000 sq. ft. WIFI provided by the vendor router may
leave dead zones or spaces where speed may not be adequate, especially for grandchildren.
If only 1 or 2 of these unacceptable spaces there are many WIFI extenders on market that can help.
Technology changes frequently so not recommending any particular solution. Pricing $25 to $75
Best coverage for large homes and/or power users is a WIFI Mesh system. This consists of a router node and
1 or more satellite nodes. Most common in the estates and consistently top ranked in reviews are Netgear
ORBI and Amazon’s EERO systems. Offering from Linksys also has been positively reported here in estates.
Each vendor will have several models oriented to whether each node is covering 1500, 2000, or 2500 sq. ft.
Highly recommend a triband model. This dedicates a channel for the devices to talk to one another for
management traffic, leaving the other two channels for your internet data to achieve speeds close to what
enters your home.
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Tech Notes continued from Page 3...
Highly recommend a triband model. This dedicates a channel for the devices to talk to one another for
management traffic, leaving the other two channels for your internet data to achieve speeds close to what
enters your home.
The technology evolves every year with 2021 being transition to WIFI 6 from WIFI 5. That means deals are
out there for WIFI 5 equipment. As of writing ( 4/21) a three 2000 sq. ft. node (total 6000 sq.ft.) package
runs $300. But there are deals out there on lower end models for half that. Highest performance, covering
7500 sq.ft. and up will run $600 to $900.
Remember your max internet speed is what enters the house; you are addressing getting that speed as
broadly as possible throughout the home.
Also distance from a node matters, you can get 300Mbps if your computer is near the node, but may only
get 100Mbps 30-50 ft. away. Devices have speed constraints. If measuring speed on your phone, your phone
may only be physically possible of receiving 100Mbps. Although some such as iphone run at 300Mbps.

Power
Power outages can happen several times a year. Duration ranges from a few minutes to several hours. Prior
to 2020 there were some occurrences that lasted days. Improvements were made with the supply from
Duke Power to Haywood EMC which services us, so hopefully “days” are behind us.
Power blips happen weekly. They may be long enough to turn off a TV, but not long enough to trigger a
backup generator to start. Many of us have backup generators, but take many seconds for a backup to come
online.
Highly recommend you get a small APC UPS, $50 to $80, to supply power to your internet router so you
maintain connectivity during a power blip.
- Ron Wood
ronswood@outlook.com

A Reminder from the Architectural Review Board
Your deed requires that most exterior projects be approved by the
Architectural Review Board (ARB). At the moment, we are seeing an unprecedented amount of work
underway in Lake Toxaway Estates. It is immensely helpful when owners and their contractors follow the
process of seeking ARB approval. Violations and Stop Work Orders are more time consuming for
management, security, the owners, and contractors alike.
Many small projects like roof replacement, painting, deck/dock replacement, tree removals and
minor landscape projects can be approved quickly by management. Larger projects often have to wait
until the next ARB meeting (generally the 1st Thursday of each month). Please contact the LTCA office if
you have questions about a potential project and would like further guidance. The email address is
Ltadmin@ipmhoa.com and phone number is 828-966-9453. Applications and ARB standards are also
available on the association website, laketoxawayca.com.
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Updates from the Historic Toxaway Foundation
TRANSYLVANIA COUNTY FIRE TAX & OTHER BUDGET ITEMS
We continue to monitor local government decisions as they pertain to the Sapphire/Lake Toxaway region.
You may recall last year, pre-COVID shutdown, that there was much discussion about raising the fire tax
significantly. That discussion, as well as other budgetary decisions for FY21-22 which begins July 1,
continues in this article in The Transylvania Times: “In the past two years, fire and rescue contracts have
required taking funds from the General Fund on top of the revenue from Fire Tax rates. This year the
County Manager is recommending adding $0.24 cents to the County tax rate to help fund them for a new
tax rate of $.5840 cents…. This assumes that a $.05 cent fire rate would be set in each district.” The budget
workshop will be held on May 10 with public hearings you can attend and comment at on June 14 and June
28.

HISTORIC TOXAWAY IN LOCAL MEDIA
Historic Toxaway Foundation facilitated our region’s inclusion in The Laurel Magazine negotiating a
favorable advertising rate as well as editorial content opportunities for local businesses that are members
of our Business Alliance of Upper Transylvania County. Pick up the May 2021 issue when you are out and
about, or you can see our featured section here or the entire issue here. This advertising spotlight on Historic Toxaway/Sapphire will be included through the October issue. This is a good reminder to please support our wonderful local businesses by shopping, eating, and visiting them: Think Local, Go Local!

A NEW RESOURCE: BAUT MEMBER DIRECTORY
The volunteers of the Business Alliance of Upper Transylvania have been hard at work securing local business information and are now posting Member Profiles on the new website. Check it out at
historictoxaway.org/baut/

If you are a local business owner and have not yet registered, we encourage you to do so here: https://
historictoxaway.org/membership-join.
WE NEED YOUR HELP! If you can volunteer even a few hours a week, please email ambassador@bautc.org

HTF 2020 ANNUAL REPORT
We are so appreciative of the wonderful response we have received to our published 2020 Annual Report
via comments, questions, and donations. They were mailed to everyone’s primary residence but knowing
how mobile our community is, please reach out via info@historictoxaway.org if you did not receive a printed copy and would like one, or check it out online here.

NEW LOCATION FOR HISTORIC TOXAWAY VISITOR CENTER
It’s official – the Historic Toxaway Visitor Center, originally housed at The Mountain Café, is moving to a
new location at 16933 Rosman Highway. Watch for news of its re-opening in early to mid-June!
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Click Here to access online
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